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the balance of power. while international obligations and liberal (or
international society) constructs impact the nation state the realist
response and the maintenance of state survival is the first response of
states to external and domestic stimuli. Liberal market forces are
therefore managed and adapted by the frameworks of various
competitive state entities.

For realists in the pursuit to accrete military and political power
liberal market forces must be managed. Realist use of military power
is predicated upon a selectively liberal and. strong economic base. In
PPP terms the countries with the largest GDp ranking also possess
the world's most powerful military forces in terms of men and
technological assets as well as potential international power
projection' such policies inform the Anglo,saxon nations to a greater
extent than the more statist regimes found in the EU and canada,
which do not believe in military power projection but international
dialog,e to defuse disputes. Though on paper the statist nations may
have imposing militaries, they are unable to project international
power to the degree that the USA and UK can due to deficits in
technology, logistics and information.
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For some realists the nationalization of industry and the

establishment of economic self-sufficiency are equated with political

autonomy and as such liberal economic measures are eschewed' Some

more 'extreme' realists feel that the less exposed a domestic economy

is to world trade fluctuations the better' In this view the control of

industry by the state is important since it is the basis of military power

and national security'7z However within this doctrine we encounter

three Problems:

1. Protectionism does not guarantee economic strength;

2. It does not provide a model to understand changing domestic

or international interests;

3. Such a model ignores the moral' political and institutional

power of non-state actors and international organisations both

governmental and non-governmental' Soft power while no

replacement for hard power' may affect international

cooPeration and relations'

First, the pursuit of power through wealth accumulation means

in realist theory the accretion of state control over economic

resources. This means using protectionist devices to insulate

domestic industry from foreign competition' Political control of

national resources is deemed to be a prime function of government

leading to widespread economic intervention' subsidies' regulation'

taxation and enforced redistribution' Mercantilists believe that

industry has spill over effects within the domestic economy' which

will lead to development of economic strength' Especially important

is the national contror and development of key industrial segments

and technologies which can directly accrete national power and

prestige' The establishment of domestically owned and operated

industrialfirmsisdeemedtobeofvitalnationaleconomicandsecurity
t"tt;"i;"t., 

these policies do not necessarily lead to the development

of a viable industrial structure. Many analysts and economists have
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empirically proven that when implemented protectionism has , _ - -"-_,,

retarded the development of an efficient industrial base .'r l: "

consequences of protecting industry through either high e\:.:-.--
tariffs, direct subsidies or both, is to redistribute income ::,:r
consumers to suppliers, The state creates economic rents or ta_\fl , r

society that benefit suppliers.Ta In such an en'ironment proie::r.l
businesses can be ineflicient and uncompetitive but still sunir-e -..,r
to the direct tax levied on consumers. Such a poliry does not glrar:T.:;-
that a business will be efficiently run or managed to prod.uce pr::.:
and return to society a proper retlrrn on investment, which co\.err --:. i
costs of direct or indirect subsidisation.T5 In effect econo:._-
nationalism sacrifices the welfare of the state for particular inrer*:
groups and ignores the location of capital to prod.uctive industne:
and enterprises, It also harms poorer nations.

Though nefarious, mercantilism is still very much a preferre,:
trade policy in the modern IpE. If such economic policies are
combined with a pursuit of power, prestige ancl high internationa.
ranking through military investments and the creation of industrial
champions the national economy lrrill come under extreme strain.
such investments are a' i'direct displacement of market allocated
capital as private capital is replaced with government investment. If a

state ignores real r.vealth creation by suppressing or obstructing
productivity increases in industry and the efficient allocation of capital
to wealth generating enterprises it will actuaily experience a loss of
wealth.

In this regard the development of industries without regard
to market considerations and comparative advantage will weaken
a society economicallv.T6 It certainly hits taxpayers and consumers
hard, who must fund the assortment of privileged subsidies and
tariff barriers as the domestic economy rigidifies. Liberal
economics and free exchange of goods and senices implicitly do
not discriminate against certain societal groups and do result in
lowered cost and tax structures. For mercantilists however, this is
not the point. The point is the accretion of resource control ard
industrial capaciqr Tariffs and discrimination are seen as valid
tools.77 what is at issue is the maintenance of a nation's relative
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